Safe Plug: What Plugs in Where

- Plug the blue plug from the refrigerator into the blue outlet on the back of the microwave
- The black plug from the microwave goes directly into the wall

Charging Station Do’s and Don’ts

**Appropriate for the Charging Station:**
- laptops
- MP3 players
- cell phones
- digital cameras
- anything under 4 amps

**Not appropriate for the Charging Station:**
- hair dryers
- toaster ovens
- coffee pots
- televisions
- anything over 4 amps

Green Reset buttons

- When the green lights are flashing the microwave is in use and charging is not taking place, it will resume after the microwave shuts off
- When the green lights are not illuminated, no charging is taking place and the outlets need to be reset by pressing the green reset button above the plugs
- When the green lights are illuminated, charging is currently working
- If you plug something in that is over four amps, the green lights will no longer be illuminated and charging will stop. You must reset these outlets by pressing the green reset buttons above the plugs

Quick Tips

- Do not put any metal (tinfoil, mugs with metallic lining, soup cans, aluminum containers, Take Out boxes with metal handles, etc.) in the microwave it will damage it
- Please be certain the dial in your refrigerator is set between min and max, this will ensure cooling is taking place
- Cover food with paper plate or paper towel to reduce food build-up inside the microwave
- Clean microwave interior every 3 months- heat glass of water inside microwave for 5 minutes, let sit for 2 minutes, then wipe clean